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 Urban Sprawl and Speculation in Suburban Land t

 By MARION CLAWSON*

 T HE RAPID spread of suburbs across
 the previously rural landscape is a

 common phenomenon in the United
 States today. Even the most casual ob-
 server cannot but be impressed with the
 magnitude of the changes. There has
 been much criticism, on aesthetic and
 other grounds, as to the kind of suburbs
 being built; they have also had their de-
 fenders, or at least those who say the re-
 sults cannot be hopelessly bad because
 people still move in great numbers to the
 new suburbs. This article will not at-

 tempt a general critique or appraisal of
 modern suburbanization but rather will

 consider only one phase of it.
 One feature of postwar suburbaniza-

 tion has been its tendency to discontin-
 uity-large closely settled areas inter-
 mingled haphazardly with unused areas.
 This intermixture of open and developed
 areas is largely independent of the den-
 sity of the settlement within the devel-
 oped areas; the question of the ideal den-
 sity of settled suburban areas is another
 issue, which we shall not explore. The
 lack of continuity in expansion has been
 given the descriptive designation of
 "sprawl," which well connotes its hit-or-
 miss character.

 "Sprawl" has been widely criticized as
 leading to unnecessarily high costs of so-
 cial services and of private transportation,
 as well as for the frequent lack of pub-

 licly available open areas. It is also re-
 sponsible for, or associated with, much
 wastage of land, since the intervening un-
 used areas are mostly not used at all.
 Others have tended to minimize these

 deficiencies, arguing that they are but
 part of a growth process, not too serious
 in nature. Whatever may be the verdict
 on sprawl, it is clear that suburbaniza-
 tion has been the result of a relatively
 aimless process. It seems highly doubtful
 if any participant in suburban growth,
 or any observer, actually chose the pat-
 tern which has resulted. Possibly no one
 objects violently enough to exert the
 force required to change it but neither
 will anyone defend it as ideal. One as-
 pect of this picture has been large-scale
 speculation in land, with consequent
 high costs to the actual settler and with
 large areas priced out of any market ex-
 cept urban usage, but the latter not yet
 taken over. Although nearly everyone
 seems aware of this process, and although
 most are critical of the results, yet it ap-
 pears there is a serious lack of under-
 standing as to just what is going on.

 The purpose of this acticle is to ex-
 plore the economic process in suburbani-
 zation-why some areas are developed,
 why intermingled ones are not, why land
 speculation invariably accompanies the
 process, and the like. The economic
 forces will be described, as far as possible,
 and some judgment offered as to which
 are manipulatable and which are not,
 and how. A basic premise is that no sig-
 nificant progress can be made in develop-
 ing better suburbanization until the pres-
 ent processes are better understood.

 tIn preparation of this article the author has
 benefited greatly from discussions with colleagues
 at Resources for the Future, notably Harvey S.
 Perloff and T. Lowdon Wingo. The views expressed
 are those of the author.

 * Resources for the Future, Inc., Washington, D.C.
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 100 LAND ECONOMICS

 Role of Agriculture

 Perhaps the place to start is by elimi-
 nating one possible major causative fac-
 tor of suburban sprawl-agriculture. Ur-
 ban growth and urban demand have a
 major effect upon agricultural land use
 as a whole; in fact, as one surveys the his-
 tory of agricultural development in the
 United States, one concludes that urban
 demand has been the main causative fac-

 tor in agricultural development.' But the
 differential or locational effect of agricul-
 ture upon suburban land values has been
 very small. For one thing, some of the
 physical qualities which make land val-
 uable for agriculture also make it suit-
 able for urban use.

 Locational theory as applied to agri-
 culture, from von Thiinen downward to

 the present, has emphasized the effect of
 the urban market on agricultural land
 use and land value but has also stressed

 the effect of transportation costs, as well
 as such differential factors as land fertil-

 ity.2 Under conditions of primitive trans-
 portation methods and high transport
 costs, agricultural production may be
 highly stratified, with bulky, low value,
 perishable products near the market, and
 those with higher value in relation to
 weight and with less perishability pro-
 duced farther away. The width of the
 zones in any model depends upon trans-
 portation costs to a large extent; and the
 sharpness of the boundaries between
 zones depends largely upon natural pro-
 duction conditions and upon intra-farm

 economies, such as the need to grow feed
 for draft animals.

 Today, the chief agricultural commod-
 ity with a clear orientation to the nearby
 urban market is fluid milk and it is held

 there largely by "health" regulations
 which make its importation from more
 distant areas impossible. Although there
 are some advantages in producing fruits
 and vegetables near the market, yet as a
 matter of fact the great bulk of urban
 supplies of these commodities comes
 from a considerable distance-from across

 the continent in many cases. Today this
 nation has a combination of good, rela-
 tively cheap transport, and technology-
 such as refrigeration which makes long
 distance transport of perishable commod-
 ities possible. Even the fluid milk zone is
 more than 50 miles in radius for our

 larger cities, and within this zone there
 is almost no local advantage to agricul-
 ture. The widest arc of the suburban

 spread is far less than the nearest edge of
 the zone within which agriculture might
 have any differential effect upon local
 land values.

 Some farm or rural land near cities

 will indeed come to have relatively high
 values as country estates or as a certain
 type of gentleman farming. But in this
 case the value of the land arises from the

 urban settlement not from agricultural
 production. Although such estates may
 lie outside of the usually defined subur-
 ban area, yet in fact the same value-mak-
 ing processes are at work. It is the city
 as a place of residence and of work which
 gives value to such estates, not their agri-
 cultural output.

 Farmers in some areas, notably in
 California, have tried to protect their
 farm districts from encroachment. In

 general, such efforts have not been con-
 spicuously successful, in part because
 such farmers are ambivalent: they want

 1 Marion Clawson, R. Burnell Held and C. H.
 Stoddard, Land for the Future (Baltimore, Mary-
 land: Johns Hopkins Press, 1960). See especially
 p. 247.

 2 For a clear recent statement of locational theory
 as applied to agriculture, see Raleigh Barlowe,
 Land Resource Economics: the Political Economy of
 Rural and Urban Land Resources Use (New York,
 New York: Prentice-Hall, 1958).
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 URBAN SPRAWL AND LAND SPECULATION 101

 their land left in farms but they also want
 a chance to sell at the best possible price.
 It seems highly doubtful that agriculture
 can perfect an institutional barrier
 against urban expansion; at the most, it
 may help guide the direction and nature
 of the suburbs which develop. If we are
 to explain the suburban growth and land
 speculation processes, we must therefore
 look to forces other than agricultural
 land use and output.

 Characteristics of the Market for
 Raw Suburban Land

 The market for raw, undeveloped sub-
 urban land has several peculiar charac-
 teristics. First of all, land for suburban
 development is not a homogenous com-
 modity, any more than is land for any
 other possible use. While differences in
 soil texture and fertility may be less im-
 portant, as compared to these same qual-
 ities for agriculture, they are not negli-
 gible. Slope of land may be highly im-
 portant, as affecting building costs. The
 risks of flood damage differ greatly from
 area to area. In these and in other ways,
 the native or natural qualities of poten-
 tial suburban land may differ greatly.

 The history of land ownership usually
 results in a present ownership pattern of
 variable size tracts of land owned by dif-
 ferent owners. Some pieces are large,
 others small. Some owners have one ob-

 jective, others another. A potential new
 owner must deal with what he finds, buy-
 ing as he can. He will find it impossible
 to buy exactly as he wishes but must deal
 with discrete tracts in different owner-

 ships. Subdivision of large tracts often
 creates a "plottage" value, which is at its
 peak when the size of tract coincides with
 the tract best suited to the use for which

 the land is intended. Tracts either larger
 or smaller than the optimum have lower
 value. The passage of time may change

 the use of land and hence the optimum
 size of tract. It is significant, we think,
 that since the war the major railroads of
 the country have purchased potential in-
 dustrial sites along or near their tracks
 when they could, largely to prevent sub-
 division which would spoil the larger
 tracts for industrial development.

 The owner of a discrete tract often

 must sell it all, or a major part, if he
 wishes to sell any. Suburban land,
 equally with or perhaps more than other
 land is not, perhaps cannot be, sold in
 incremental pieces, but rather in rela-
 tively large chunks-chunks not necessar-
 ily adjusted to the needs of the buyer or
 seller.

 Society, acting through government at
 some level, has given suburban land fur-
 ther special characteristics. Location with
 respect to transportation, to water sup-
 ply, to sewerage, and to other services
 vitally affects potentiality of land for
 suburban development. These qualities
 were given the land without action by
 the landowner, except as far as he was
 able to influence the public action which
 resulted in these services. Individuals

 may buy and sell land to take advantage
 of the services provided by group action
 but they are not responsible for the serv-
 ices.

 Society has affected the value of subur-
 ban land in other ways-by taxes, by zon-
 ing and building codes, and the like. If
 master plans, zoning, and building codes
 were explicit, firm, enforceable, and en-
 forced, and if there were confidence they
 would remain so, they would greatly
 limit if not completely determine land
 values in many areas. In fact, zoning in
 particular and others to some degree can
 be changed under political and other
 pressures. Even the courts do not always
 accept values consistent with zoning reg-
 ulations, when private land is condemned
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 102 LAND ECONOMICS

 for public use. Public action through
 zoning and other related measures affects
 land values; but the major effect may be
 through the uncertainty created. While
 some of these services or action by society
 affect land over rather large areas more
 or less equally, yet some have a highly
 local effect.

 Suburban land also differs greatly in
 accessibility, especially to major highways
 and sometimes to rail lines. The quality
 of accessibility may affect its price and its
 saleability greatly. Accessibility is gener-
 ally not provided by the individual land-
 owner but rather through the public, as
 in the case of highways, or by large pri-
 vate undertakings, as in the case of rail
 lines.

 The market for suburban land is a

 derived one, dependent upon the market
 for the dwellings, shopping centers, or
 industrial plants erected on it. As such,
 it is subject to the uncertainties of mar-
 ket for the final product, compounded
 by the uncertainties of the conversion
 process. The market for suburban hous-
 ing is a fragmented and not wholly con-
 sistent one, often variable in short dis-
 tances or over brief times. Differences in

 price for houses are often reflected back
 into differences in price for undeveloped
 land, but in varying degree.

 Lastly, the market for suburban land
 is usually very thin. There are very few
 buyers and very few sellers at any one
 time. Annual turnover in relation to to-

 tal area is small. For almost any com-
 modity there is a liquidation value at
 forced sale; a normal value between will-

 ing seller and willing buyer; and a forced
 purchase price when for some reason the
 buyer must buy almost regardless of
 price. For suburban land these prices
 might well stand in the ratio of 50 or less,
 to 100, to 200 or more, respectively. The
 time required to make a sale of land may

 be considerable, and directly related to
 the price obtainable. Part of these varia-
 tions may be due to lack of information
 on the part of buyers and sellers but
 much is probably due to the character of
 the commodity itself. One need only
 contrast these characteristics of the mar-
 ket for suburban land with the market
 for wheat or even for autos. For these

 latter and for many other commodities
 there are many buyers and sellers; and
 forced sale, normal sale, and forced pur-
 chase prices stand in much closer rela-
 tionship to one another. Some of these
 characteristics we have described for ur-

 ban land do apply to all kinds of land for
 any purpose. Although empirical studies
 are lacking we hazard the judgment that
 these factors are more serious for urban
 than for other land.

 Value-Making Process for Undeveloped
 Suburban Land

 Undeveloped suburban land, not yet
 in use for urban purposes but already
 taken out of other land uses, obviously
 must derive its value from the expecta-
 tion of its later development as urban
 land. As we have noted, agriculture does
 not contribute in any important way to
 the value of potential suburban land,
 especially when the land is no longer
 actually used for agriculture. Most land
 has a value based on its agricultural pro-
 ductivity of less than $400 per acre, al-
 though of course there are exceptions;
 much suburban building land at the time
 of development sells by the lot at prices
 equivalent to $4,000 per acre or more,
 with modest subdivision improvements,
 or at least $2,000 per acre as completely
 raw potential suburban building sites,
 and often at much higher figures. The
 potential subdivision value depends on
 many factors not the least of which is the
 popular estimate of the kind of suburban
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 district it will ultimately be, which in
 turn depends somewhat upon neighbor-
 ing districts but also somewhat upon the
 prices the subdivider puts on his lots:
 that is, to a degree, to put a high price
 on suburban lots gives them a high value.
 The conversion value of the raw poten-
 tial suburban land into actual developed
 suburban land is somewhat uncertain at

 any date, depending in part upon the ac-
 tion of the community as a whole, and in
 part upon the skill of the subdivider and
 developer himself.

 The date at which there will be an ac-
 tive demand for the raw suburban land

 for actual development is to a large ex-
 tent uncertain. In some instances a piece
 of land may lie close to areas developed
 within the past few years and toward
 which the tide of development is flow-
 ing. Under such circumstances its pres-
 ent value is moderately forecastable on
 the basis of estimated probable future
 conversion date and value. In other cases,
 land may lie at greater distance or in di-
 rections where future development is less
 certain; then both its conversion date
 and its conversion value are more uncer-

 tain. The timing of development of a
 particular piece of suburban land is
 partly outside of his control. He may ob-
 viously withhold it for later development,
 if he thinks a greater net income can be
 obtained thereby-he is less able to speed
 up its development. The large, well-fi-
 nanced, skillful developer can bring
 about the development of a particular
 tract more nearly on his terms than can
 a smaller developer; but each operates
 within the general market structure.

 An expected future income or value
 can be discounted back to a present
 worth or value. An interest or discount

 rate is required to do so. The discount
 rate may be thought of as having two
 parts; a more or less normal interest rate

 based upon alternative sources of invest-
 ment or alternative sources of funds in

 competitive money markets; plus an un-
 certainty factor. The latter relates not
 only to the date of future conversion
 from raw to developed status for the land
 -and even as to "whether" as well as

 "when"-and the value at that date, but
 probably should include a large allow-
 ance for illiquidity as well. As we have
 noted, suburban land can be sold quickly
 or at forced sale only at prices substan-
 tially below its normal value when ample
 time is available to negotiate a sale. In
 practice a single discounting figure will
 be used, large enough to include all these
 and perhaps other factors as well.

 The appropriate interest rate in land
 speculation depends to a large extent
 upon the situation of the particular indi-
 vidual.3 A man with ample investment
 funds, perhaps faced with a high mar-
 ginal income tax rate and hence eager to
 secure capital gains on which a lower rate
 is paid, could afford to speculate on land
 at interest rates perhaps no higher than
 2%. A farmer, short of capital and hence
 forced to ration his scarce capital among
 various potentially profitable farm en-
 terprises, or forced to borrow at 6% or
 more, would necessarily use a much
 higher rate-perhaps 6, 8, or even 10%.
 A real estate developer, perhaps short of
 capital and eager to use his available cap-
 ital in enterprises where the turnover
 was rapid, would be in a position similar
 to that of the farmer. These differences

 among individuals would logically lead
 to greatly different positions in land spec-
 ulation, but we shall not explore them in
 more detail here.

 In addition to delays and uncertain-
 ties as to time and value of suburban

 3 For a very stimulating discussion of this point,
 see Mason Gaffney, "The Unwieldly Time-Dimen-
 sion of Space," American Journal of Economics and
 Sociology, October, 1961.
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 land for conversion to development,
 there are some holding costs to be taken
 into account. Taxes over a period of
 years may be considerable even at low
 assessments and low rates. Occasionally
 charges other than taxes must be met an-
 nually. One cost of holding is interest
 on the value of the land if sold, but of
 course the discounting formula includes
 this factor.

 One could easily construct or adopt
 formulae to show these relationships, or
 give illustrative tables of different time
 periods, different final conversion values,
 different discount rates, and different
 holding charges. The best guess as to
 land values 10 years from now will justify
 present values well under half of that
 level; and the best guess as to values 20
 years from now will justify present val-
 ues much less than a fourth as high. It is
 altogether possible that normal or free
 market values may be higher than this
 because of widespread optimism over ul-
 timate values, time of conversion, costs of
 holding, uncertainties, and the like.

 The ownership of any suburban land
 for a rise in value is a speculative under-
 taking. Profits, when all factors are taken
 into account, are by no means assured
 nor large on the average. Everyone
 knows, or at least has heard, of others who

 have made substantial gains from hold-
 ing suburban land for a rise in price.
 This type of common knowledge nearly
 always is ignorant of or ignores the cases,
 perhaps more numerous, when increases
 in value were much less or even negative.
 The chance for profit in holding subur-
 ban land for development arises entirely
 out of error in consensus or out of indi-

 vidual judgments more astute than the
 consensus. If there was complete knowl-
 edge as to the time of future conversion,
 as to value at that time, as to holding
 costs and as to discount rate, then obvi-

 ously everyone would be in complete ac-
 cord as to present worth. There would be
 no opportunity for speculative gain, be-
 cause all future value would have been

 fully and accurately discounted into pres-
 ent value. It is altogether possible that at
 times the consensus on these matters is

 in error-everyone is sure of something
 which later history proves not to be true.
 Under such circumstances, a sounder
 judge with a minority view may reap a
 profit. At other times a consensus may be
 lacking but one view may prove in time
 to have been closer to the fact than any
 other; if the person who held it acted
 upon his convictions, he may have
 profited.

 As long as the price of land ripe for
 conversion from undeveloped to devel-
 oped status is relatively high, then the
 price of land less ripe for development
 will be somewhat lower until at the mar-

 gin the prospects for conversion into de-
 veloped status are so uncertain or so re-
 mote that even the most optimistic will
 not bid up the value of this land. As long
 as we have free markets in suburban land

 and as long as the total effect of the vari-
 ous factors in the formula promise some
 present value above alternative use value,
 and given imperfections of knowledge
 and incomplete consensus, then we can
 reasonably expect speculative bidding up
 of suburban land values. Viewed in this

 way, land speculation in and beyond the
 suburbs is not only normal but inevi-
 table. The possibilities of its control will
 be explored later.

 Forces Leading to Development of
 Particular Suburban Tracts

 Given the nature of the market for raw

 suburban land and given the value-mak-
 ing process for such land, what are the
 forces leading to the development of par-
 ticular tracts of such land? How can we
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 account for the fact that a relatively few
 of the many possible suburban tracts are
 developed in a particular year and how
 can we predict which ones will be devel-
 oped and which left for a later future?

 One basic factor is the over-all market
 demand for urban land for the whole ur-
 ban area concerned. Some cities or met-

 ropolitan areas are growing rapidly,
 others at a more modest pace, and some
 are essentially stagnant. The amount of
 new land needed for urban purposes an-
 nually will obviously vary greatly among
 cities, depending upon this factor. At
 some times the real estate and building
 market is much more active than at oth-

 ers, depending in large part upon credit
 availability as well as upon general eco-
 nomic demand. When the demand for

 new urban land is high, not only is more
 land needed but the profitability of con-
 version is probably greater. This means
 not only greater profits to landowners,
 on the average, but also that some tracts
 or types of development which would be
 marginal in other circumstances will now
 be promoted-it is the time for the long
 chance, for the unusual deal.

 The extension of essential public serv-
 ices to particular areas or districts will
 bring land within such areas or districts
 closer to the point of actual development
 or building. Provision of new roads,
 schools, water supply, sewerage, and
 other services, or marked improvement
 in them, add greatly to the impetus for
 development. The possibility of alterna-
 tive devices, such as septic tanks instead
 of trunk sewer lines, may have the same
 effect. Viewing the subdivision develop-
 ments which actually take place, one can
 hardly say that these public services,
 which he is tempted to call essential, are
 in fact either essential or necessary to
 building development on specific sites--
 one sees too many areas that get built up,

 at least to a degree, without them, or at
 least without satisfactory services. Yet the
 provision of new services undoubtedly
 gives a fillip toward development. On
 the other hand, it is unlikely, of itself
 alone, to be sufficient. That is, mere ex-
 tension of one public service, or even of
 a group, to an area previously lacking
 them, may not lead to much actual build-
 ing. Other factors-above all, over-all de-
 mand-must be present.

 Though empirical data are lacking, at
 least to this author, yet one cannot but
 suspect that the personal desires, projec-
 tions, and preferences of present land-
 owners must be a major factor respon-
 sible for some tracts developing while
 other intermingled ones do not. Institu-
 tional factors, such as estate holdings,
 trusts, defective titles, covenants, and
 others, may affect marketability of par-
 ticular tracts, especially in the shortrun.
 Some present landholders may be opti-
 mistic about future increases in value of
 their land, others more cautious; some
 may have ample capital for which they
 seek investment outlets, others may have
 pressing need of any capital they can
 raise by sale of their land; and in other
 ways landowners may differ considerably.
 It seems wholly probable that owners of
 identical land (if one can imagine such a
 thing) might react quite differently to
 exactly the same offers for their land.
 Moreover, the differences between indi-

 vidual landowners may well be so great
 that a small increase in offered price,
 such as another year or two might bring,
 will be insufficient to move the man who

 wants to hold for later profit. Anyone
 familiar with urban real estate knows of

 many tracts remaining vacant for many
 years while all around them development
 proceeds apace. Surely one major factor
 must be the characteristics of the land-
 owner himself.
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 As we have noted above, raw suburban
 land differs greatly in physical suitability
 for development and also in size of par-
 cel which each owner possesses. A resi-
 dential builder may wish a moderate
 size tract; some will appear too small for
 his needs, others larger than he needs,
 but not available in part. An industrial
 development is likely to need a relatively
 large tract, as well as one of specific lo-
 cational and other qualities and thus
 many smaller tracts are practically un-
 available or nonexistent to him.

 When all of these factors are combined

 one should expect a rather hit-or-miss
 type of suburban development as nor-
 mal; it will not normally be incremental,
 even regular. Instead, some tracts will be
 developed, other nearby ones remain va-
 cant for long periods, relatively more dis-
 tant ones developed sooner than some
 nearby ones, and so on. One should, in
 fact, anticipate exactly what we have ex-
 perienced: sprawl! The frontier of ur-
 ban land use or building will not move
 slowly and regularly, taking in all land
 as it goes; instead, development will leap
 ahead to more distant tracts, passing over
 nearby ones, taking in some large and
 some small tracts, and leaving others of
 assorted sizes. While there has been

 much criticism of sprawl, and even a
 little wonder at why it looks as it does,
 in fact, given the institutional and eco-
 nomic forces we have described, one

 should have expected exactly the same
 kind of sprawl we have experienced in
 such a large way since the war. Those
 who are surprised at it have even ignored
 history for this is exactly the way the
 farm frontier passed across the nation a
 century or so ago. Canada has succeeded
 in some provinces in requiring a more
 uniform filling-up of the frontier areas
 before additional areas are opened for
 settlement but this has been difficult to
 enforce even there.

 Effect of Speculative Land Prices and of
 Suburban Sprawl on Use of

 Intermingled Land

 It is a matter of fairly common knowl-
 edge that the land within the suburban
 zone of sprawl for the most part is not
 used for any economic output until it is
 actually developed for urban usage. Va-
 cant lots, larger vacant leap-frogged areas,
 and surrounding vacant lands character-
 ize the suburban scene. Why should there
 be so much idle land, hopefully "ripen-
 ing" for later transfer to urban use?

 The processes we have described bid
 up the price of this land far beyond its
 value for agriculture, forestry, or other
 rural land use. This alone need not ren-

 der the land idle for these purposes. It is
 true that the farmer who formerly
 farmed it is likely to prefer to take his
 gain, go elsewhere, and buy a bigger
 and/or better farm with his enhanced
 capital. It is also true that the new buyer,
 particularly the land speculator, may not
 know how to farm, or perhaps care to
 try. Yet it is possible that he might lease
 the land to an actual farmer; the gains,
 while small, perhaps would nevertheless
 meet the annual cash holding costs of the
 land and possibly more, thus facilitating
 in some degree the holding of this land
 speculatively.

 When land comes within the zone of

 suburban influence, for possible later de-
 velopment, its taxes often rise. Until
 new public services are extended to the
 area, the increases in taxes may be small,
 often less than the rise in land values.

 Land speculators and the "Court House
 gang" are sometimes the same people, or
 at least not unknown to each other. But

 special services in the form of more
 roads, better or bigger schools, water
 lines, sewer lines, and the like often are
 extended to the potential urban area; and
 this is almost sure to lead to higher taxes
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 on the land. The taxes may indeed rise so
 high that they exceed any possible return
 from land used for farming. But this alone
 would not necessarily take such land out
 of farming. High as the taxes might be,
 some net income from farming would
 seem to be preferable to none at all from
 idle land. High taxes mean high annual
 carrying costs to the land speculator and
 thus either depress present values (future
 values discounted back to the present)
 or provide an incentive for early sale,
 especially by the landowner who either
 cannot meet these costs or is pessimistic
 about future increases in value. Thus,
 a farmer might be even more willing to
 take a rise in land prices and transfer his
 capital elsewhere where farming was
 more profitable. But again, presumably
 the land could be rented for farming and
 at least some income obtained. Taxes in
 excess of income attributable to land

 make continued land use of any type im-
 possible but not necessarily short-term
 use of this type.

 A more serious fact is that in the sub-

 urban zone the planning horizon has
 shortened drastically and uncertainty
 greatly increased for any land user. The
 farmer now does not know when he may
 one day receive an offer for his land so
 high he simply cannot resist it; the spec-
 ulative landholder is faced with a simi-

 lar situation. Each knows that such gen-
 erous offers come at most irregular
 intervals and to forego this one does not
 mean that another equally good one will
 come along soon. A tenant farmer under
 these circumstances will have no assur-

 ance of continued operation. A genera-
 tion ago, agricultural economists pointed
 to the depressing effect on good farming
 of the uncertainty in the typical South-
 ern share crop farm. The cropper never
 knew from year to year where he would
 be the following year; hence he made no

 investment nor plan for more than the
 current year. Under that circumstance,
 however, the landlord knew that the
 farm would be operated by someone in
 successive years and at least some expec-
 tation of continuity existed on his part.
 The farmer, whether owner or tenant, in
 suburban zones has no such expectation
 of continuity. If he has high fixed invest-
 ment in land improvements such as an or-
 chard it will pay him to operate it as long
 as he can and recover as much of the sunk
 investment as he can. If he has high
 movable investment that might be jeop-
 ardized by loss of the land, such as a herd
 of high-producing dairy cows, his move
 will be accelerated. Not only is the actual
 farm operator affected by this shortened
 planning horizon and increased uncer-
 tainty but so also are the innumerable
 marketing and supply services which are
 indispensable to modern agriculture. As
 farming declines, some of these move out
 also, further hampering successful farm-
 ing within the zone.

 At any rate, land within the suburban
 zone, not actually used for urban pur-
 poses, typically is not used at all. Our
 best estimate is that there is about as
 much idled land in and around cities as

 there is land used (in any meaningful
 sense) for urban purposes. In the sub-
 urbs, the idled land is an even larger pro-
 portion. While this is a waste, we think
 it is inevitable, given the economic and
 institutional structure we have described.

 That is, land speculation, sprawl, and in-
 termingled idle land are all natural out-
 growths of economic and institutional
 forces, not perversions of them. Instead
 of surprise and shock that these situations
 exist, we should expect them. Perhaps
 we regard the result as socially undesir-
 able; if so, we should examine wherein
 the economic and institutional base

 might be modified. We should look for
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 causes, not moan over or try to treat
 results.

 Possibilities of Controlling Sprawl and
 Suburban Land Speculation

 The following criticisms have fre-
 quently been levied at sprawl. Others
 denied them or at least argued that in
 practice the situation is not as bad as
 pictured. Our personal conviction is that
 sprawl deserves many of these criticisms.
 But, regardless of the reasons, society
 (acting through government at some
 level) might decide to reduce or eliminate
 suburban sprawl and speculation in raw
 suburban land. The common criticisms

 of sprawl are: (1) A sprawled or discon-
 tinuous suburban development is more
 costly and less efficient than a more com-
 pact one, each of the same density within
 settled areas. Many costs depend on max-
 imum distance or maximum area; if these

 were reduced, costs would be lower per
 capita or per family served. (2) Sprawl
 is unaesthetic and unattractive. (3)
 Sprawl is wasteful of land since the in-
 tervening lands are typically not used for
 any purpose. (4) Land speculation is un-
 productive, absorbing capital, man-
 power, and entrepreneurial skill without
 commensurate public gains. It destroys
 or impairs economic calculations that
 ideally lead to maximum general wel-
 fare. (5) It is inequitable to allow a sys-
 tem in which the new land occupier is
 required to shoulder such a heavy bur-
 den of capital charges or debt merely for
 site costs-costs which in large part are
 unnecessary and avoidable.

 That is, we may accept urban sprawl
 and speculation in raw suburban land as
 the natural consequences of the economic
 and social processes we have described
 and at the same time we may seek to
 change one or more stages or bases of
 those processes because we dislike their

 final outcome if unchecked. Where might
 society intervene, and how? A number of
 possibilities seems to exist. The follow-
 ing suggestions are largely complemen-
 tary; most would be effective alone but
 jointly they would be more so.

 First of all, effective market reporting
 of transactions in suburban land would

 be helpful. If numbers of parcels, total
 area, location of parcels, prices paid, and
 other terms of sale were widely reported
 and generally publicized, this would pro-
 vide a solid factual basis now lacking or
 at least not generally known. Such mar-
 ket reporting for unimproved urban and
 suburban land should be supplemented
 by similar reporting for suburban devel-
 oped real estate. We have in mind some-
 thing like the market news reporting for
 agricultural produce markets for other
 primary materials such as metals and
 lumber, or even stock market reports.
 With the low turnover in the real estate

 market perhaps monthly reports would
 be frequent enough. Obviously, such re-
 ports must be city by city to be really use-
 ful. But broad regional and national
 totals and averages would be helpful,
 also. Such reports might well be limited
 to information of public record such as
 recorded deeds or transfer tax receipts
 unless buyers and sellers could be in-
 duced voluntarily to report unrecorded
 sales. If limited to public information
 some may doubt the advantage of such
 reports. However, even if everything in
 them was known to the alert land specu-
 lator, such reports, if widely distributed,
 would bring useful information to many
 who otherwise would be uninformed.

 This type of market information might
 be provided by federal, state, or munici-
 pal government or conceivably by real
 estate boards.

 Secondly, this type of reporting on
 transactions made could be supplemented
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 by demand and outlook studies of the
 type long established in agriculture.
 Given the best possible forecasts of popu-
 lation growth in a city or metropolitan
 area, how much land will be needed an-
 nually, and over the next 10 years? How
 does the amount required compare with
 the area presently available? Several past
 studies have shown platted and subdi-
 vided land adequate to accommodate 20
 or more years anticipated growth in a
 city.' The ratio of land available to aver-
 age area developed has varied greatly
 from time to time though perhaps nearly
 always far in excess of a rationally opti-
 mum area. Under these circumstances

 a few astute speculators may make sub-
 stantial profits; but all speculators as a
 group will lose unless present prices are
 lower than one-fourth to one-tenth of sale

 price when actual development occurs.
 Information of this type would at least
 help actual developers and builders to
 avoid some speculative traps and excesses
 and should exert some stabilizing effect
 on speculation.

 Thirdly, urban planning and the sub-
 division controls and zoning which make
 it effective might be made into a stabiliz-
 ing force rather than the unsettling one
 we have suggested it now is. This as-
 sumes that some means could be found
 which would make the results of urban

 and suburban planning more generally
 known and more widely accepted so that
 the necessary public and political sup-
 port would be forthcoming to secure ad-
 herence to the plans in the face of
 aggrieved group or sectional interest. As
 we have noted, zoning controls and simi-
 lar regulations are simply not taken seri-
 ously in the land valuation process; it is

 assumed they can be changed upon a po-
 litical or interest group demand.

 If planning, zoning, and subdivision
 were firm-enforceable and enforced-

 then the area available at any one time
 for each kind of use could bear some rea-
 sonable relation to the need for land for

 this use. That is, area classified for dif-
 ferent purposes could be consciously
 manipulated or determined in relation
 to market need. Sufficient area for each

 purpose, including enough area to pro-
 vide some competition among sellers and
 some choice among buyers, should be
 zoned or classified for development; but
 no more. By careful choice of the areas
 concerned sprawl could be reduced, per-
 haps largely eliminated. Forcing rela-
 tively full development of each zone be-
 fore opening up the next zone to settle-
 ment would put landowners in a very
 strong position to exploit buyers. This
 could be dealt with in a different way,
 discussed below.

 Fourthly, local real estate taxes could
 be made into a conscious instrument to

 implement plans. This could be done by
 gearing taxes more closely to land values
 as the latter are affected or established

 by zoning and subdivision regulations.
 Taxes should be sharply raised in most
 suburbs on land zoned and classified for

 reasonably early development. They
 could be put high enough to bring se-
 vere pressure on landholders, forcing or
 inducing them to sell relatively soon.
 High taxes in the zones classed for early
 development would increase the cost of
 speculative holding of land and thus
 make early sale more attractive. At the
 same time, taxes might well be lowered
 on lands not classed as ready for early de-
 velopment. This would remove one in-
 centive for early development. It would
 also lower costs of holding land and thus
 would encourage speculative holding and

 'For a summary of better known studies of this
 kind, see Clawson, Held and Stoddard, op. cit., p.
 70-74.
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 higher prices. This could be dealt with as
 explained below. Keeping taxes lower
 but at the same time putting the land in
 a class for deferred development might
 encourage use of intermingled and adja-
 cent land for other purposes, at least for
 a few years more in each case.
 The lands not classed for early devel-
 opment might have part of the tax de-
 ferred. The part payable annually could
 be adjusted to a reasonable level for other
 land use; the deferred part would reflect
 value for later development. The de-
 ferred part would accumulate from year
 to year and would be a lien on the land.
 The deferred part might come due when
 the owner sold for actual development or
 it might come due when the public plan-
 ning body classified the area as ready
 for development. The former would en-
 courage longer holding for speculative
 gain and hence probably more urban
 sprawl. Many more owners would prefer
 to gamble on higher future land prices.
 Making deferred taxes due when the
 planning body classified the area as ready
 for development would have the oppo-
 site effect: now pressure would be ex-
 erted for early sale and hence more
 nearly solid development encouraged.
 Assessment and taxation have not gen-
 erally been used deliberately to modify
 land use but they have nevertheless ex-
 erted great influence in this direction.
 Some may question the wisdom or the
 legality of taxes based on land use plans
 or the conscious use of taxes to imple-
 ment plans. But, to the extent the plans
 are backed up by vigorous land zoning
 and subdivision controls, they do in fact
 vitally affect if not determine land values.
 Fifth, the public, acting through gov-

 ernment at some level, should acquire as
 much of the vacant lands as it needs for

 public purposes. By-passed or leap-frog-
 ged areas are often suitable for parks or

 other public purposes. Owners of such
 areas are often willing to sell. Others will
 prefer to hold for later possible gain.
 The area actually required for public use
 is often small compared to the total va-
 cant area. But its early public action
 would have two effects: (1) the parks,
 schools, and other public uses would con-
 siderably affect private land use; and (2)
 offers by public agencies, or asking prices
 by such landowners, establish the market
 price of such land. If local tax assess-
 ments for such land could quickly be ad-
 justed to the customary ratio of assessed
 to market price, then the profitability of
 continued speculative holding would be
 sharply decreased and urban sprawl cor-
 respondingly lessened. Close cooperation
 between school, park, and other bodies
 interested in acquiring land for public
 purposes, on the one hand, and tax as-
 sessment bodies on the other, could be
 most effective.

 Sixth, a more purposeful and coordi-
 nated use of public services such as roads,
 water lines, and trunk sewers could

 greatly affect urban sprawl. By re-
 fusing to extend any of these or other
 services to more distant areas until most

 of the intervening area was filled up,
 urban sprawl could be substantially re-
 duced. The wisdom to plan public im-
 provements in this way and the courage
 to enforce such plans would require a
 substantially higher level of perform-
 ance than urban and metropolitan pub-
 lic service agencies typically now have.
 Such a program by public agencies
 should be accompanied by an educa-
 tional program so that the general pub-
 lic would understand how and why such
 services were used for this purpose. Un-
 less accompanied by some of the meas-
 ures previously described for bringing
 pressure on closer-in landholders to sell,
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 this too would give them monopoly
 power and large gains in land prices.

 Underlying all these suggestions is the
 idea that government at some level pos-
 sesses great powers for influencing, if not
 controlling, the future form of the city
 and metropolis. To achieve positive
 goals, suburban sprawl and speculation
 in raw suburban land must be greatly
 reduced or eliminated. The net effect of
 these various measures would be to

 greatly change general expectations of
 future land prices and dates of maximum
 net gains. Some reduction in land prices
 at time of development might be
 achieved; timing of development and
 hence of gain in land prices based on it
 would be more predictable. Hence, some
 of the basis for land speculation would be
 gone. Users of land for other purposes
 would have a longer and more certain
 planning horizon.

 These suggestions assume that these
 varied powers of government can be mar-
 shalled to such a coordinated program.
 This may be unrealistic. Most of these
 programs are for local government. Lo-
 cal government is notoriously fragmented
 and uncoordinated-much more so,
 really, than federal government about
 whose deficiencies we hear so much. If

 a really coordinated and effective attack
 is to be made on urban sprawl and spec-
 ulation in raw suburban land then per-
 haps we shall have to use the Suburban
 Development District which I have pro-
 posed elsewhere.5 Under that proposal,
 various local governmental and private
 interests, subject to some regulation by
 the state, would be empowered to form

 special districts, with very wide powers
 over all aspects of the suburbanization
 process. Such powers would have a
 limited time duration and the districts

 would pass out of existence once an area
 were reasonably well settled.

 The ultimate in public control over
 land settlement and land speculation is
 achieved only when a public agency first
 acquires all the land from present own-
 ers and then sells it to new owners. Ex-

 perience in the United States and abroad
 with forced land reform, land coloniza-
 tion, or other land use arrangements
 where the public objective diverges sig-
 nificantly from private objectives has
 shown rather clearly that anything less
 can somehow be evaded in some way.
 However, it seems to this author most un-

 realistic to think of wholesale public ac-
 quisition of land in potential suburbs
 with its subsequent sale to actual occu-
 piers and developers. We have, it is true,
 gone about this with the seriously deca-
 dent slums in the older parts of our cit-
 ies; one reason we were willing to do so
 there was that the process required a
 major infusion of public funds. Public
 acquisition, possibly public development,
 certainly sale to private users of land in
 new suburbs would, on the other hand,
 be highly profitable; for that reason, if
 none other, private interests will bitterly
 oppose it. On the governmental level we
 are not willing to take strong measures to
 prevent a possible or probable future dis-
 aster or difficulty; we wait until it is
 upon us. Thus, while for logical com-
 pleteness one should include wholesale
 public acquisition and subdivision of
 suburban land as a means of achieving
 better cities, through reducing sprawl
 and speculation, as a practical matter it
 probably is not a real alternative.

 ' "Suburban Development Districts: A Proposal
 for Better Urban Growth," Journal of the American
 Institute of Planners, May 1960.
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